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A Letter from the Executive Director 
By Susan Tynan 

Dear Colleagues and Friends,  

I am delighted to welcome you to the December 2016 issue of 
the LPP Press and to celebrate the work of the 190 schools partic-
ipating in our program this year. Incredibly, Thanksgiving has 
come and gone. As we gear up for the winter holidays, we at LPP 
extend our deep gratitude to the Learning Partners community 
for your valuable contributions to our system.  

What’s at the core of our beliefs is that people learn best through collaboration. This 
is easier said than done. There is no denying that collaborating is hard work. It forces 
individuals and teams to work in new and challenging ways, to move away from the 
comforts of our routines and into territory that does not come with an accompanying 
handbook. And while the work can be challenging, we know from our findings that 
engaging groups of schools in structured collaborative learning experiences has posi-
tive impacts on all aspects of a school community: administrator and teacher leader-
ship development, administrator and teacher retention, structuring participatory pro-
fessional development, using data to understand how an improvement is working - 
the list goes on. 

There is an abundance of amazing work occurring in your cohorts and triads, and we 
wish we could share it all. In the spirit of staying small, we will start with a few stories:  

 Did you know that the Department of Education staffs 6,000 new teachers 
annually? To see how schools in the Learning Partners-Urban Teacher Resi-
dency work to strengthen the development of new teachers and their men-
tors, please check out p. 2.  

 Learning Partners has shifted co-location culture and developed school-based 
leaders. Check out the article by two LPP model teachers from the Lehman 
Campus in the Bronx on p. 3. 

 Equity, Kindness, Love, Integrity: check out p. 4 for a glimpse into how LPP 
assistant principals and model teachers learned to revert to their core beliefs 
when leadership tests arise.  

As 2016 draws to a close and we look ahead to 2017, there has never been a more 
important time to collaborate on behalf of our young people. Thank you for your ded-
ication to this groundbreaking work.  

Yours in Collaboration,  
Susan Tynan 
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Staying In Touch 

Six LPP triads comprise the Learning Partners-Urban 

Teacher Residency (LP-UTR), a partnership between the 

DOE, New Visions for Public Schools, and Hunter Col-

lege. Now in its second full year, LP-UTR integrates the 

LPP model with the Urban Teacher Residency, a teacher 

preparation program that supports first-year NYC edu-

cators through intensive school-based mentoring from 

an LPP model teacher, coursework at Hunter College, 

and guidance from an LP-UTR coach. Like the rest of the 

LPP cohort, LP-UTR school teams engage in cycles of 

learning, but they all do so with a focus on designing 

and implementing supports for their residents and men-

tor teachers.  

 

LP-UTR is one of a growing number of teacher residen-

cies across the country. From October 17–19, more than 

50 educators from over 20 teacher residencies attended 

the National Center for Teaching Residencies’ (NCTR) 

annual instructional rounds programming in New York 

City. The visit highlighted how interschool collaboration 

can support residency programs and provided an oppor-

tunity for the LP-UTR team to get input on how to fur-

ther strengthen the program.  

 

At Lyons Community School in Brooklyn, visitors learned 

about how teacher leadership is fostered at the school, 

heard about new teacher-led and teacher-selected PD 

groups (an idea adopted from triad partner Lower Man-

hattan Community Middle School), observed residents 

and mentors teaching, and heard about the work from 

resident and mentor panels. One major visitor take-

away was Lyons’ strong emphasis on distributed leader-

ship and the principal's trust in teachers to move their 

own professional development forward.  

 

At the Academy for Careers in Television and Film in 

Queens, visitors viewed a student-created video about 

the school and learned how teachers integrate the resi-

dency program into the school’s structure. Visitors were 

particularly interested in the triad’s critical friends 

groups made up of mentors from different schools 

teaching in the same content area. Participants also vis-

ited classes co-taught by residents, mentors, and collab-

orating teachers. The visit culminated with a panel dis-

cussion featuring all the mentors in the triad answering 

questions from the group. 

 

After the school visits, attendees came together to de-

brief their observations and identify patterns from the 

data collected during both their school visits and 

throughout the instructional rounds experience. Partici-

pants divided into small groups and sorted their evi-

dence to create affinity maps. Participants then recon-

vened as a full group to merge their affinity maps into 

one large collection that set the stage for generating 

recommendations and next steps.  

 

On the final day, participants used a Keep/Start/Modify 

protocol to generate recommendations around the next 

level of work with LP-UTR triads. You can read more 

about the visit on the New Visions for Public Schools 

blog or the NCTR Instructional Rounds website. 

National Center for Teaching Residencies Visits LPP 

Deputy Chancellor of Teaching and Learning Phil Weinberg joined 

staff members from the DOE, New Visions for Public Schools, and 

the National Center for Teaching Residencies during a three-day 

visit to the Learning Partners-Urban Teacher Residency in Octo-

ber.  

“The variety and diversity of protocols cou-
pled with the opportunity to do a site visit 
and debrief were most helpful to develop new 
ideas and connections. The visits were very 
well organized. Kudos on such a well-run and 
meaningful event!” —Sandra Hinderliter, 

Massachusetts Department of Education 

http://nctresidencies.org/
http://www.newvisions.org/blog/entry/teachers-residencies-explore-new-visions-unique-collaboration-with-the-nyc
http://nctresidencies.org/nctrs-instructional-rounds-2017/
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Written by LPP Model Teacher Sean McCreight from Renaissance High School for Musical Theater Technology and 

LPP Model Teacher Jonelle Hinchcliffe from Westchester Square Academy, both in the Bronx 

Collaboration: get a room, fill it with six teachers, and chances are you’ll get six different definitions of the word. 

And yet, collaboration is such an important cornerstone of education. We know students learn well when they can 

collaborate and discuss their learning. Furthermore, we know teachers become more effective when they collabo-

rate with colleagues. 

The Lehman Educational Campus in the Bronx is home to Lehman, Renaissance, Bronx River, Pelham Lab, Westches-

ter Square, and Schuylerville High Schools. Many of these schools opened at different times, in isolation, with differ-

ent visions. As we went about the business of teaching and learning, there were not many opportunities to collabo-

rate until Learning Partners came along.  

Last year, Renaissance hosted our LPP Quad, which included Pelham Lab, Bronx River, and Westchester Square 

Academy High Schools. We were the first four schools on the campus to participate in LPP. For the first time, these 

schools opened their doors and invited each other into classrooms. We met to discuss pedagogy, Learning Focus 

Areas (LFAs), and the lenses through which we wanted to receive feedback. Teachers and administrators participat-

ed and provided crucial feedback and insights into how our work was progressing. The work was powerful, we were 

open and honest with each other, and the results were actionable. It happened with transparency, it happened with 

professionalism, and this culture of collaboration permeates the conversations and work of LPP at our campus. 

This school year, we are proud to say that six schools on the campus are participating in LPP. How exciting to share 

your practice and gain insight from even more pedagogues! Of course, the process can be intimidating, but when 

we approach it with a spirit of transparency, it works. We open our doors in order to open our minds, and we invite 

in new perspectives and insights that transform our teaching and celebrate our strong practices. 

Collaboration can depend upon knowing whom you are collaborating with. With LPP, we have been able to put 

names to faces. In a building of six schools that previously struggled with distance and unknowns, we have reached 

across the classroom and into the hallways to humanize one another in ways that connect the missions and visions 

of our various partners. Our very first meeting set this tone of collaboration and relationship, which served to instill 

a culture of deprivatized practice and intervisitation across the campus. What once felt like a large, unwieldy, and 

disjointed building has begun to grow into a unified, collaborative, and open-minded space. Being able to use that 

space to cultivate and renew great ideas in the interests of our students is what LPP is all about.  

Collaboration With a Spirit of Transparency 

With the New Year approaching, it is a great time for LPP schools to pause and reflect on the impact of their work 

together. Rather than hosting one central midyear event for this purpose, LPP schools throughout the City will be 

hosting multiple smaller intervisitations as part of the first “LPP Learning Weeks.” From January 30 through February 

9, selected LPP schools will lead a half-day intervisitation or content-specific workshop for up to 30 participants 

from LPP schools across the city. Visits will highlight promising practices schools have developed through their LPP 

work and allow participants to consider practical applications for their unique roles. A catalogue of events and regis-

tration information will be available soon. Each LPP school team member should plan to attend one intervisitation 

or workshop during LPP Learning Weeks. For more details, please speak with your LPP facilitator or reach out to LPP 

Facilitator Fiona Mulcahy at fmulcahy@schools.nyc.gov.  

LPP Learning Weeks 

mailto:fmulcahy@schools.nyc.gov
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Staying In Touch Facilitative Leadership Professional Learning Series 

The Learning Partners Program is teaming up with the DOE’s Office of Leadership to provide a three-part facilitative 

leadership series for LPP school team members. Aimed at building leadership capacity across school teams, the se-

ries kicked off earlier this month. The first session, held on November 9 at LPP host school High School of Fashion 

Industries in Manhattan, focused on core values and essential stories. A packed crowd of more than 40 educators 

spent an introspective morning considering and discussing their motivations for working in public education and ex-

amining how these values impact their leadership decisions. 

 

Emma St. Romain, an assistant principal at P.S. 54 in Brooklyn, said, “as we move throughout our day-to-day, we 

don't always have the luxury of time to reflect on the impact we have as leaders. This workshop provided the time 

and space to collaborate with colleagues in a meaningful way to discover our personal truths and how those unite to 

form a collective story.” Vanessa Rampersaud, an LPP model teacher from P.S. 77 in Brooklyn, added that “the PD 

really challenged my thinking. It made me look at myself from another angle—embracing what makes me me and 

how that can in turn help others and my school. It's not often we’re asked to look at what really makes us up as hu-

mans.” 

 

The remaining sessions in the series, one in December and one in January, will continue to focus on how values-

driven leadership permeates school culture. We will also delve into how school leaders can sustain this culture 

through engaging in continuous growth. Registration for the winter sessions is closed, but we hope to offer a similar 

series in the spring and encourage you to attend along with another member of your school team. Stay tuned for 

more details here, or reach out to LPP Facilitator Kelly DeMonaco at kdemona@schools.nyc.gov. 

 At the Facilitative Leadership Professional Learning Series, some of the most powerful people in our nation – educators – 
displayed the one value that drives each of them, everyday: Passion, Family, Integrity, Equity, Kindness, Love. It is powerful 
and inspiring to know that educators in our country’s largest school system are leading and shaping our young people with 
these values.  

mailto:kdemonaco@schools.nyc.gov
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Staying In Touch 
Supporting ELLs in an LPP Quad 

On November 8, 27 middle school 

math teachers from IN-Tech Acad-

emy, The Laboratory School of Fi-

nance and Technology, and M.S. 

390 in the Bronx, and J.H.S. 52 in 

Manhattan gathered to share and 

discuss performance tasks. LPP 

Model Assistant Principal Eric Lin-

coln described the quad’s work so 

far this year: 

“Our school work is connected 

to our quad’s Learning Focus 

Area, the achievement of Eng-

lish Language Learners across the curriculum. The resources provided from Learning Partners have been 

essential in pacing out and supporting our work with examples. This inquiry work has been very deliberate, 

allowing us to really engage in what we are trying to do before we declare something a success or failure. 

Our LPP cycles of learning have overlapped with our District 7 adoption of Data Wise as a tool for sup-

porting teams. Our content teams schoolwide are now using tools and practices from LPP, Data Wise, and 

Learning to Improve, all of which are helping us pinpoint how we need to help students and come up with 

manageable and meaningful ways to improve teaching and learning.” 

Shout-out to the Staten Island LPP Cohort, led by host school I.S. 34 Tottenville, for using social media to build excitement for 

their work! Don’t forget to tag your tweets and posts with #LearningPartnersNYC.  
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Appreciations 

About this Newsletter 

This is the Volume 3, Issue 1 of Learning Partners Press, a publica-
tion from the Learning Partners Program. If you have ideas, pho-
tos, or news to share, please email us at: 

Learningpartners@schools.nyc.gov. We are especially interested 
in stories or quotes that show impact, such as how intervisitations 
have changed practice or improved outcomes at your school. You 
can also tag us on social media using #LearningPartnersNYC.  

The Learning Partners Program team received a special treat, courtesy of students at LPP host school Williamsburg 

High School for Art and Design (WHSAD) in Brooklyn. As part of their Career and Technical Education program, 

WHSAD students seek real world clients to build skills in customer service, public speaking, and leadership. To that 

end, on November 7 several WHSAD students visited the LPP office in Long Island City to consult on designs for cus-

tomized desk plaques that they will be building later in the semester for LPP staff members. Student pairs inter-

viewed various members of the LPP team to gauge their preferences for the finished pieces. Because this was their 

first time working with clients in an office setting, the students led the meetings to gain experience interacting with 

clients in a professional manner. As you can see from the photos below, they performed admirably. 

 

The LPP team wishes to thank Principal Gill Cornell and all the students from WHSAD for sharing this opportunity 

with us. We are grateful to be the beneficiaries of your hard work and thoughtfulness! 

Twelfth Grader Josiah Santiago (far right) interviewed  
Lukas Chen (left) and Faye Philips (center) from the LPP 
Operations team.  

Tenth Grader Reginald Huggins (left) interviewed LPP 
Facilitator Ina Solomon. 

mailto:learningpartners@schools.nyc.gov

